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In 2012 Foundation House has worked in partnership with more than 100 schools in metropolitan Melbourne and
across regional Victoria. Some of these schools have contributed to the “Schools Embracing Change” newsletter which
highlights many good practice changes. Schools are “embracing change” all the time and this includes being more
inclusive of the education and wellbeing needs of students and families of refugee backgrounds.
More schools than ever will
be welcoming a new cohort of
students – those who have spent
time on Christmas Island, in a
detention centre, and as part of
Australia’s Community Detention
Program. Because of the shortage of housing, the settlement
of these students has been
widely spread over many areas.
Subsequently, schools who have
never before enrolled students
from refugee backgrounds may
be doing so for the first time.
Our previous edition of the
newsletter included an article
about supporting students
who are living with uncertain
futures, or who have spent time
in detention. This edition (12),
features articles about schools
supporting;
Transitions: welcoming new * Image created by Pembroke PS student, at the
Global Gathering multicultural forum, June 2012
students at the beginning
of the year, supporting students as they move on to a new school or classroom and
welcoming new students who enrol throughout the year, welcoming new students who
have exited an English Language School into a mainstream school.
Parents: creating welcome books, organising information sessions, organising
excursions and curriculum activities that are inclusive of parents’ needs, and
build on their understandings of children’s learning and pathway options.
Staff wellbeing: organising training for teachers and office staff in working with
interpreters and Multicultural Education Aides organising professional learning
that increases teachers’ understanding of the refugee experience and the impact of
trauma on learning and wellbeing.
Students to have a voice and identify areas of change: two articles in this edition of the
newsletter feature schools finding ways to support student participation in identifying
and addressing areas for improvement at school.
Embracing change usually involves a team approach, and initiating a range of strategies
to affect change. It also often involves getting help from others. The Foundation House
Schools Support Program offers a specialist consulting service which includes supporting
schools in their work with students of refugee backgrounds and partnering with schools
on school-led initiatives. The Program in available to all schools in Victoria. Tel: 93880022

http://www. foundationhouse.org.au/service_innovation_program/working_with_
schools/school_program.htm
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Schools & parents embracing change together
The important period of transition and orientation for new to the needs of the families.
families at schools is taken very seriously by schools keen
to make the most of their opportunity to help families work Interpreters in main languages will be available at each of these
sessions, and it is hoped the interactive nature of the program
through this often new and unfamiliar landscape.
will allow new families to make connections with each other, as
For one Catholic primary school, gone are the days of the principal well as with personnel from the school. The school recognises
simply addressing all families on one orientation day in term 4. that it can only respond to the needs of the families by
Traditionally, this school gave each parent a hefty Parent allowing them a voice, and an opportunity to be more than
Information Handbook and scheduled information sessions passive recipients of their children’s education.
to explain such items as administration processes and daily
bell times. This school recognised that the approach was largely
uninspiring and probably not all that helpful at the end of the
year.
The school has now scheduled a series of interactive themed
sessions throughout terms 4 and 1, with a commitment to
repeating the sessions through the year, to assist families that
enrol at times other than December and January. Whilst the
school currently invites families to attend the weekly school
assemblies, the proposed changes allow for themed discussions
to be held for 10 minutes after two or three assemblies each
term.
The transition team which included the principal, prep teacher
and literacy leader, with the assistance of their family school
partnership convenor, has devised a four week program which
incorporates, in tandem with a revised and more visual
information booklet, various activities and information
sessions. These include:
• A uniform parade involving current students and a tour to the
uniform shop led by the Parent Association

Uniform fashion parade modelled by Year 3/4 students. Signage in
English and Vietnamese

• A dietician to talk through healthy eating options and the
notion of brain food – a corresponding workshop will focus on
making culturally appropriate foods such as rice paper rolls parents would ideally lead this session
• What’s in a school bag, both virtual and real, to acknowledge
the attributes children bring from home as well as supporting
families to be aware of what their children are doing at school
- this creates an opportunity for families to talk about their
aspirations for their children
• A student led forum on what is special about the school and
the things they consider important to know
• “How to read with your child” session & visits to the classrooms
to see how children learn
• Assisting families to fill out and register their Working with
Children checks; promoting the idea that families can help in
many ways both in the classroom and beyond
• The creation of a question box, left at the office, so families
can suggest issues for clarification and/or discussion - this will
maximise the opportunity for post assembly chats to be relevant
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A new parent visiting a prep classroom to talk to students and observe
investigation based learning
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Schools increasing
access to
pathway & career options
As educators, we know the power of excursions - the amazing life
skills and conversations that can be incidental along the way, and
how being on an excursion can lead to all sorts of breakthroughs.
For refugee and newly arrived students, some excursions
can be an opportunity to explore outside the boundaries of
their local neighbourhood for the first time. Sometimes, their
parents are unfamiliar with the transport system and possibilities
for outings for families. Excursions as part of the curriculum can
make a difference for the whole family, particularly when families
can repeat the experience in their own time.
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THE FOUNDATION HOUSE
SCHOOLS SUPPORT
PROGRAM
T h e sc h ool s support program a ssists
sc h ool s in t h eir work wit h ref ugee studen ts
in V ic t or ia . The program works in par tnership
with the Depar tment of Educ a t ion & Ea r l y
Ch il dh ood D evel opm ent (D EECD ) a n d the
Cat h ol ic Educ at ion Of f ic e.

Knowing this, some interesting outings have been happening
in the west of Melbourne. One secondary school recognized
the lack of opportunity refugee students had to explore or
understand the Australian workplace. The incidental opportunities
to see parents at work, or a lifetime of accessing shops and
services put local children at an advantage. It became
particularly obvious when this school recognized that
none of their refugee background students had been
able to organize work experience placements in year
nine, without assistance.

Professional learning for those who work in and with
schools about:

To address this, and also to help the young people understand
in an experiential learning model, the school organized a
outings to local TAFES and Universities, hospitals and police
recruitment, to experience first hand some of the possible
pathways through education and employment available locally.

The Foundation House Schools Support Program
offers:

After hearing this at a network meeting, the LLEN (Local
Learning Employment Network) took this idea and created an
opportunity for this program to be replicated, not only for
students, but for their parents as well.
This is a great example of the power of networking and
sharing ideas, and of making positives steps through the
process of experiential learning to create informed
conversations between refugee young people and their
parents and carers, around possible future pathways.

o The refugee experience
o The impact of trauma on learning and wellbeing
o The role of teachers and schools in supporting
recovery from trauma
o Classroom strategies to support recovery from trauma
o Supporting the individual refugee background
students in the classroom
o Developing a whole school approach to supporting
refugee background students
o Managing disclosure of traumatic material

o Participation in the Foundation House Refugee Action
Network strategy
o access to resources for schools
o support for teachers or groups of teachers to plan,
review and complement existing practices and approaches
to supporting students of refugee backgrounds
o partnerships with schools on school-led initiatives
o collaboration with school leaders and teachers on
areas identified as priorities
o tools, strategies and support to schools as part of the
Victorian Foundation for Survivors of Tortures’ specialist
service for refugees
o flexible approaches to professional learning, including
presentations, workshops, facilitated professional
learning activities, guest speakers, small group work and
secondary consultation
o Foundation House newsletter for schools

School’s In for
Refugees

* Image created by Pembroke PS student, at the Global Gathering multicultural
forum, June 2012

Healthwize		

Klassroom
Taking Action
Kaleidoscope				

Talk’s In

The Rainbow
Program
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Students lead the change
Multipride began as a student led initiative in 2009 at
Lyndhurst SC. As students were concerned about bullying and
racially based issues occurring during recess and lunch breaks,
they recommended that the staff speak with the students
involved. It was discovered most of the issues came from a
lack of understanding of each other’s cultures and generational
racism. The initial meeting, set up with the key students from
different cultures, became a regular occurrence and thus
‘Multipride’ was born.
Since its inception, the Multipride team consisting of
approximately 16 students and 3 staff members meet fortnightly at lunchtimes to discuss Issues such as safety, conflict
resolution and promoting the understanding and acceptance
of different cultures. This group contributes significantly to
developing cultural harmony in the school and has reduced
the incidence of conflict significantly.
Lyndhurst Secondary College today is very proud to see the
ways in which different cultural groups within the school relate
to each other and the many positive relationships that have
evolved amongst the community over the years. Lyndhurst
Secondary College is also very proud to see other schools in
the area adopt the principles and values of Multipride. Phill
Start, the Multicultural Youth Development Officer for the City
of Casey, was approached and the project with Lyndhurst
SC developed to include Cranbourne SC, Hampton Park SC
and Alkira SC. Students with leadership potential, representing
different cultural groups were invited to identify their school’s
particular issues. Four lunch time leadership training workshops were organised at each school.
The workshops focused on:
• Addressing issues
• Problem solving
• Changing attitudes
• Cross cultural understanding

* Image created by Pembroke PS student, at the Global Gathering multicultural
forum, June 2012

Promoting safety & wellbeing at
school; Student feedback instigates change
A primary school conducted a student survey for grade 3/4 English as an Additional Language (EAL) students to find out about
the students experiences of transition from English Language
School to the primary school. The purpose of the survey was to
ensure that both the curriculum and wellbeing needs of newly
arrived students were being met. This was particularly crucial
as most of the students were of refugee background. A survey
carried out in small group discussions was identified by the classroom teacher as the best way of obtaining student feedback.
The activity was incorporated into the curriculum to support
students to develop their social and emotional literacy. Most of
the students who participated in the survey had been in Australia
for more than a year, and had developed enough spoken English
to participate in the conversation. In the survey, students were
invited to share their experiences about what they did and didn’t
like, as a way of helping the teacher identify how to better support
newly arrived refugee/EAL students.
Alarmingly, the results found that negative experiences outweighed
the positives, with many responses being related to incidences
in the playground that had gone unobserved by teachers. The
difficulties experienced were particularly trying as, at the time of the
incidents, most students had little or no English, and were unable to
let the teacher know what had been going on. Whilst the students
did share some positive experiences, i.e., other students helping
to interpret and make friends, the classroom teacher prioritised
finding resources that would further facilitate connections and
wellbeing in the classroom.

All the Multipride students attended a three day weekend
leadership camp at Camp Howqua. Chosen for their leadership potential and ability to influence others, not for academic
prowess, forty one students from eight cultural backgrounds
attended. All participating adults observed how well the students
interacted, making it impossible to tell who was from which
school. They noted an impressive level of motivation, maturity,
creativity and determination to make changes to their school
cultures, and each student returned to school with fresh ideas. For refugee background students, negative experiences such as
those revealed in this survey, are known to trigger a heightened
sense of injustice, and a range of other behaviours associated with
The Multipride program includes:
the components of the trauma reaction. If left unattended, these
• Combined monthly meetings after school
experiences can lead to a range of problematic behaviour, or children
• Stake holder meetings
internalising discrimination which reinforces feelings of fear, disrup• A process to develop a junior Multipride with feeder
tion to connections with friends and family, shame, guilt and anxiety.
primary schools
• Involving new secondary schools to be part of the Multi
The classroom teacher, together with the school, quickly responded
pride program
to the issues raised through the survey and incorporated this into the
whole-school plan to support students of refugee backgrounds. Over
The key message from the students was if they could each the page are some examples of what was found in the survey,
change the racist attitude of just one other student, the camp how these experiences can exacerbate the impact of trauma if left
and project would be a success.
unaddressed, examples of what the school is now working on and
other ideas for the whole-school and classroom.
...continued over page
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How resettlement
can exacerbate
the impact of
trauma

“Things some of the
other students did
that I didn’t like”

Heightened sense of

Tease me about
injustice
what I eat, my
looks, my name, >
my language and >
mimic me in silly >
voices.

New humiliations.

Getting called
>
“Cheaper”
>
(because we don’t >
have money).

Show off by
saying, “I have
lots of friends,
you don’t”.

Continuing
separation from
family, friends and
> community.
>
>

Examples of what the
school is working on

Utilise resources
from the
Languages and
Multicultural
Education
Resource Centre
(LMERC) to provide
opportunities for
students to learn
about refugees,
cultural diversity
and multicultural
perspectives.
Formalise a
process to enable
relevant teaching
staff to access
important information about the
needs and issues
of refugee
background
students.
Utilising Klassroom
Kaleidoscope: A
program to facilitate connectedness and well-being in the culturally
diverse classroom

(© Foundation House
2007)

Loss of belonging in
Tease us about
things that we
> a dominant culture.
don’t have or
>
know about in our > Devaluing of a
original country
person in a new
(e.g. Justin Beiber).
culture.

Talk about us, not >
realising that we >
could understand >
them.

Exposure to
ignorance and lack
of understanding.

Edition 12
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Embed cultural
diversity
statements and
actions into school
policies.
Development of
English as an
Additional Language
(EAL) Program.
Facilitate professional
learning with staff
about the refugee
experience to build
capacity of teachers,
and model awareness and empathy in
the classroom.

< < < < A WHOLE-SCHOOL APPROACH TO SUPPORT REFUGEE BACKGOURND STUDENTS > > > >

Racial prejudice.

2011

www.foundationhouse.org.au

Whole-school
ideas

Ideas for what
teachers can do
in the classroom

Shared texts/
picture books and
curriculum activities
across the school

Modelling respect with
correct pronunciation of
names.

Classroom & school
agreements/rules
that reinforce
respectful
communication

Meaningful, valued
responsible classroom
roles for all students
according to abilities,
such as photographer,
time keeper, message
runner etc.

Celebration of
diversity

Star of the week.

Better processes to
foster inclusivity,
especially where
cost and family
support can be
barriers for some
children. E.g.
equitable access to
school materials and
uniforms, etc.

Classroom activities,
games and
curriculum that
teach school values.

Teach all students
conflict management and assertive
skills.

Use groups and pair
work to increase the
skills of the students
to work collaboratively
(Helen McGrath).

Co-operation
taught as a school
value, rather than
competition
Deliver Social & emotional Learning (SEL)
programs such as
Bounce Back across
the school.
Build on existing unit
of work about identity

Teach students how
to seek assistance.
Model how to
support EAL
students.

Use cooperative games
& processes within the
classroom.
Develop classroom
strategies that teach all
students about diversity from a strength
based approach.
Build empathy and
understanding through
class discussion.
Picture story books
such as The Colour of
Home (Mary Hoffman
and Karin Littlewood)
could be used to
facilitate this.

Source for strategies: Schools In for Refugees: A whole-school approach to supporting students of refugee background (© VFST 2011)
Thank you to the school who contributed this work.
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Small Stepping Stones...
Meeting the needs of culturally diverse and newly
arrived families of refugee background presented as a new
challenge for a small primary school in regional Victoria. Led
by the school’s Refugee Action Team, the staff focused on
welcome, inclusion and transition. The student wellbeing
co-ordinator reflects and shares her impressions of the
following ‘small steps’ projects that emerged:
Friendship Garden:
The friendship garden began as an outdoor activity made
available at lunch hour to students who were not in the
open sport yard, and who were experiencing isolation and
disconnection on the playground, and those who needed
some boost in friendship-making skills.
Strictly speaking the friendship garden consists of a little
(2x3 metre) garden bed at the entrance to the veggie patch.
It is not a club – anyone can come and join. We have been
planting flowers and placing stepping stones that name
friendship making ideas– “Say hello and smile”, “Look in
the eyes”, “Say your name and ask theirs” etc. We have
used pavers lying around, paint from the art room, and
cuttings from other gardens, so the cost was nil.

will see these on the wall just inside the gate. They serve
as a constant reminder to us that our school strives to be a
place of welcome and a place to rejoice in the diversity of
our community.
Winter Fair:
Each year, the Winter Fair is a highlight on our school
calendar! This year the parents’ social club decided to
ensure the provision of a range of recipes from different
cultural backgrounds. Parents were invited and encouraged
to contribute to a number of ‘morning teas’. Discussions and
preparation times took place. Many dishes were prepared
and the International Kitchen was born! All recipes were
included in an International Cookbook produced by the
school and the social club. The International Kitchen
is planned as a feature of our Winter Fair next year. The
venture greatly contributed to the building of connections
with our new and established families.

When the crowd is energetic, which is often, we spill out
to the veggie patch and help tidy it up. Many of the first
enthusiastic attendees to the garden were mostly our
students of refugee background. Digging, weeding, feeding
the chooks, turning the compost heap and just working with
the earth, seems to remove inhibitions and allow them to
mingle with others while focussing on small tasks.
It is a great opportunity to observe interactions and
provide gentle interventions on social skills like taking
turns, courtesy, and thoughtfulness. Nature is a wonderful
teacher. It provides endless analogies from which to draw
lessons in patience, teamwork, nurturing others, thinking
ahead, and managing change.

IMAGES HERE

Ironically I have measured the impact of the garden by
chronic absenteeism. I would be told “Sorry I forgot to come
again, I was playing with my friends.” What better excuse
could I hope for? I think it has been good for all the kids to
know that the garden is there waiting for them if they need
it.
Curriculum focus:
We recognised our need to strengthen the school and
community’s awareness of cultural diversity. For a school
term, the whole school engaged in cultural diversity inquirybased learning within the curriculum - as an aspect of social
justice, as a basis for identity and as a reason to celebrate.
The students conducted investigations and invited resource
persons to answer their questions. The process was highlighted by a celebratory cultural diversity day. This day included
participation in traditional welcoming ceremonies, lively African
drumming, art, dancing and cooking.
A lasting result of the focus and participation of our school
in this awareness-raising is a series of welcome signs in
fourteen different languages stating: “Welcome” or “Come
and Walk with me, my friend.” Future visitors to the school
6

The friendship garden
* The images on pages 1, 3 & 4 were created at an art/craft workshop
at the Global Gathering student multicultural forum, held in June 2012
in Lilydale. This event, organised by the Eastern Schools Refugee Action
Network, aims to provide opportunities for positive inter-cultural contact
between students from different backgrounds, strengthen links with local
services, and celebrate the rich cultural diversity within schools.
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FOUNDATION HOUSE SCHOOLS TEAM
Erin Hughes:
School Support Worker, North
03 9389 8994
hughese@foundationhouse.org.au

Ged Lannan:
School Support Worker, Rural & Regional
0409 417 150
lannang@foundationhouse.org.au

Anne Cary:
School Support Worker, South
03 8788 3358
carya@foundationhouse.org.au

Samantha McGuffie:
Schools Support Coordinator
03 9389 8926
mcguffies@foundationhouse.org.au

Sharrin Murphy:
School Support Worker, East
03 9389 8980
murphys@foundationhouse.org.au

Maureen O’Keefe:
Schools & Families Project Worker
03 9389 8937
okeefem@foundationhouse.org.au

Catherine Smith:
School Support Worker, West
03 9389 8915
smithc@foundationhouse.org.au

Briele Hansen:
School’s In for Refugees Project Worker
03 9389 8938
hansenb@foundationhouse.org.au

FOUNDATION HOUSE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING, TERM 2, 2013
School’s In for Refugees
This is a comprehensive introductory course recommended by Foundation House for those
working with refugee background students. It is appropriate for those working in schools
and other educational settings, at primary, secondary and post-compulsory levels. The one
day course covers:
•
•
•
•

the refugee experience for young people, including their prior education
experiences
the impact of trauma on young people’s learning and wellbeing
identifying strategies that teachers and other staff can use in the classroom that
support the recovery process
exploring a whole school approach, and key areas where schools can increase
support for refugee background students

Participants will receive a copy of School’s In for Refugees: A whole school approach to
supporting students of refugee background (VFST 2011).
Cost: This training is free. However, participants must register here:
http://www.trybooking.com/BMXI

ONE DAY COURSE
REGISTRATION
ESSENTIAL
http://www.trybooking.com/BMXI

BRUNSWICK
Term 2
Tuesday 14th May 2013
9am – 4pm
Foundation House
6 Gardiner Street, Brunswick
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Schools and Families Working Together
Lots of schools have developed innovative and creative ways to inform and engage with
parents and carers. How are schools working with families of refugee background? And
what does ‘family engagement’ mean to parents and carers of refugee background, and to
classroom teachers?
This workshop will look at how schools can build on their existing practices and provide
bridges into the language and unwritten ‘rules’ of participating in school life in Australia.
This workshop also provides an opportunity to consider the role of social inclusion as part of
school life and the role that teachers and schools can play in contributing to this.

Prerequisite: ‘School’s In for Refugees’
Cost: This training is free. However, participants must register here:
http://www.trybooking.com/CDSZ

www.foundationhouse.org.au

3 Hr SESSION
REGISTRATION
ESSENTIAL
http://www.trybooking.com/CDSZ

BRUNSWICK
Term 2
Tuesday 4th June 2013
4 - 7pm
Foundation House
6 Gardiner Street, Brunswick

TRAINING in Term 3
BRUNSWICK

- Classroom Strategies to Support Recovery from Trauma
- 16+ Engaging Young People with Disrupted Education
Prerequisites: ‘School’s In for Refugees’, or ‘The Refugee Experience’
Cost: The training is free.

Details to follow in School’s In for Refugees Newsletter Edition 13

Dates TBC
Foundation House
6 Gardiner Street, Brunswick

Register early to secure your place.
For registration enquiries phone Kerry Munnery (03) 9389 8965 or email pdregistrations@foundationhouse.org.au

Foundation House Resources

Foundation House resources are available free on the Foundation House website:
http://www.foundationhouse.org.au/resources/publications_and_resources.htm

Copyright:

The Foundation House web site is operated by The Victorian Foundation for Survivors of Torture Inc (ABN 52 783 974 656) under the
domain name www.foundationhouse.org.au
Aside from fair dealing as stated under the copyright law in Australia or of your country and as necessary for the functioning of the
website and its program, no part of the website may be reproduced or transmitted in any shape or form or by any means without the
prior written and documented permission of Foundation House. This prohibition does not extend to materials on the site which are
expressed to be freely available for re-use or replication, subject to the conditions we specify.
Artwork, poetry, photographs and any other written material submitted by persons, including minors, remains the sole property of the
contributing artist/writer/photographer and Foundation House. Material cannot be reproduced in any shape or form without the prior
consent of the contributing artist/writer/photographer and Foundation House.
Foundation House takes no responsibility for the views or opinions expressed by individuals, groups and links appearing on our
website.
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